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• Containers
§ What, why?
§ Orchestration

• Running (simple) applications with containers in EGI
§ Docker & docker-compose in a VM
§ Containers in HTC (and potentially HPC)

• Kubernetes in EGI Cloud
• Summary
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Containers



Containers provide OS-level virtualisation built on namespaces and cgroups:
- namespaces: provide isolation (e.g. can only see certain processes or net 

interfaces)
- cgroups: provide control (i.e. limits) on resource usage
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All the files necessary to run a container are provided from a container image

A container image is an immutable file with metadata  and a set of filesystem 
layers that build on top of each other.

Container Images

FROM ubuntu:20.04 
RUN apt-get update && apt-get install –y vim

A layer is a change from previous image

ubuntu:20.04

apt-get install…



Service for storing and retrieving tagged 
container images.

DockerHub the most popular (some 
limitations for free plans)

Container registries

$ docker pull egifedcloud/cloud-info:latest

registry image tag



1. Containers ship all application code and dependency on a single package
§ Run the same thing everywhere from devel to production
§ Reproducibility
§ Easy to share using registries

2. Containers share the machine’s OS system kernel 
§ Little to none overhead, server consolidation

3. Containers run isolated from other applications
§ OS provides a sandboxed view of the system where all resources are 

virtualised

Why Containers?



Container engine:  software that accepts user requests, including command line 
options, pulls images, and from the end user’s perspective runs the container:
• Docker, CRI-O, podman, Singularity, udocker

Container runtime: lower level component typically used in a Container Engine.
• Standard reference implementation is runc and most systems rely on it

Container engines and runtimes



Docker provides a complete ecosystem around containers
- Hides and automates container management process
- One-command-line deployment of applications
- Easy to move from development to production
- Provides ecosystem to create and share images

Modular architecture: docker engine – containerd – runC

Requires root access!

docker



Run a container



Build and run a container



A more complex example

Sample from https://github.com/EGI-Federation/fedcloud-catchall-operations

https://github.com/EGI-Federation/fedcloud-catchall-operations


Beyond a single container



What if I have to run more than one process/container? à Docker Compose

§ Define multi-container applications

oWhat containers to run? (services)

oHow to communicate between them? (network)

oHow to interact with storage? (volumes)

§ Manage the application from a single tool (docker-compose)

What if 1 machine is not enough? à Container orchestration

Beyond a single container



docker-compose

Sample from https://docs.docker.com/compose/

https://docs.docker.com/compose/


Container orchestration
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Kubernetes is an open-source platform for automating deployment, scaling, and 
operations of application containers across clusters of hosts, providing container-
centric infrastructure.

§ Places containers on nodes
§ Recovers automatically from failure
§ Basic monitoring, logging, health checking
§ Enables containers to find each other

Kubernetes



Running containers in EGI



AppDB container catalog [BETA]



Just use EGI Cloud Compute to spin up a VM to install and run containers there
• Your choice of OS
• Your choice of container engine/runtime
• Your choice of VM size

IaaS / do everything by yourself



Use EGI Cloud Compute to spin up a VM 
from EGI docker image:
• Ubuntu-based
• Docker, docker-compose, kubeadm

installed
• Updated at least every 6 months (or 

earlier if vulnerabilities are found)
• Your choice of VM size

IaaS / rely on EGI docker VM image



EGI HTC/Workload Manager allows users to submit jobs without caring  about the 
underlying infrastructure
- No need to become an administrator of a VM

BUT

Docker (requires root!) won’t be allowed à Need HTC oriented container engine
Not meant to run services and limited lifetime/resources 

But I don’t want to manage a VM!



Started at LNBL in 2015, now commercially backed by Sylabs

Focus on support for HTC/HPC systems
- No root access
- Make it easy to use system features (GPUs, iband, file systems  )
- Mostly rely on system to set limits (batch system)
- Maintain user credential (user in host = user in container)
- Specific image format (SIF) but capable of using OCI/docker images

Singularity (I)



Singularity (II)



Singularity (III)



Started in 2016 as part of the INDIGO DataCloud project

Runs applications encapsulated in docker containers:
- without using docker
- without requiring privileges
- without system administrators intervention
- without additional system software

Other characteristics:
- execution from the command line as a normal user
- fork and execute model
- normal process controls and accounting apply
- suitable for interactive or batch systems

udocker
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udocker: using it (I)



udocker: using it (II)



udocker: using it (III)





Cloud Container Compute gives you the ability to deploy and scale Docker 
containers on-demand using Kubernetes technology. 

Relies on a EC3 (Elastic Cloud Computing Cluster) to automate the process of 
deploying k8s in any of the EGI Cloud Providers
- GUI/CLI access
- Fully integrated with Check-in
- Discovery of Cloud providers features
- Builds on ansible and kubeadm

Cloud Container Compute [BETA]
Kubernetes @ EGI providers



GUI access
https://servproject.i3m.upv.es/ec3-ltos

See it in action at: https://youtu.be/WAG4VaBMIyI

https://servproject.i3m.upv.es/ec3-ltos
https://youtu.be/WAG4VaBMIyI


EC3 uses a set of templates with the site configuration - fedcloud cli tool can help 
in getting those in place:

CLI access

Learn more at: https://docs.egi.eu/users/cloud-container-compute/k8s/



Kubernetes with EC3 under the hood
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• Using EC3 portal you will get your 
own kubernetes cluster.

• With access to the Dashboard.
• Kubeapps and Helm is installed 

and enable to deploy charts on 
your cluster.

From https://indico.egi.eu/event/5000/contributions/14287/

https://indico.egi.eu/event/5000/contributions/14287/


LoadBalancer ServiceType not available:
§ A NGINX ingress configured by default ready to be used offering similar functionality
§ Expandable with auto-configuration of Let’s Encrypt certificates

Volumes:
§ NFS driver for flexible and shared volumes
§ Cinder (OpenStack volume) driver can also be enabled for certain sites

Check-in integration:
§ You can use Check-in tokens for AuthN & AuthZ in the Kubernetes API!
§ https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/access-authn-authz/authentication/#openid-connect-tokens

Some other EGI specifics

https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/access-authn-authz/authentication/


Wrapping up
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EGI documentation - https://docs.egi.eu/
- Cloud Container Compute: https://docs.egi.eu/users/cloud-container-

compute/
- High Throughput Compute: https://docs.egi.eu/users/high-throughput-

compute/

Docker: https://docs.docker.com/
udocker: https://indigo-dc.gitbook.io/udocker/
Singularity: https://sylabs.io/guides/3.7/user-guide/
Kubernetes: https://kubernetes.io/docs/home/
EC3: https://servproject.i3m.upv.es/ec3/

Reference

https://docs.egi.eu/
https://docs.egi.eu/users/cloud-container-compute/
https://docs.egi.eu/users/high-throughput-compute/
https://docs.docker.com/
https://indigo-dc.gitbook.io/udocker/
https://sylabs.io/guides/3.7/user-guide/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/home/
https://servproject.i3m.upv.es/ec3/


Contact: egi-ace-po@mailman.egi.eu
Website: www.egi.eu/projects/egi-ace

Thank you!
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